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Part 1 Part 2Part 3Part 4Part 5Part 7Part 8Part 9Part 10 !!! It's just !!!. . Thanks to the copyright, the entire film was added. We thank you for your understanding and encourage you to view our other content. We wish you all the best. Film Info added 11 months ago × Domestic film IMDb: 7.8Rustu Onur and Muzaffer Tayyip Uslu, two friendly friends living in
Songuldak during the Republican period, live from this new yen, a snoured mining town. These two writers are engaged in art and literature and poetry on the one hand. While these young double civil servants continue their lives, they also spend time with the poems they fall in love with. One day, with the arrival of Susan, the daughter of the mayor, the
ordinary life of two young people changes. Susan is friends with these two young men, even if they do not want the environment to be friends with these two men. Year of production: 2013 Watch films Two young poets, Rushdie Onur and Muzaffer Tayyip Uslu, who live in Songuldak, live their civil service lives in this newly modernized mining town, and live
with art, literature and above all poetry. The young Republic, which had just been on its feet, was trying to modernize on the one hand, while in the same years Europe was going on a heavy war. With the return of Mayor Susan's daughter to Songuldak, Rushdie and Muzaffer's faith in poetry grows even more. Susan, who is still a high school student,
becomes a close friend of the two teenagers, although the environment does not want. However, tuberculosis, the plague of the 1940s, is increasingly threatening the health of both young people. Rushdie and Muzaffer's own future and the course of light are not good signs... Directed and written by Ilmaz Erdogan, the film is produced by BKM. The
production, which took place in Songuldak and Istanbul, also mentions the history of the miners of Songuldakla. In addition to Erdogan, the cast includes such young masters as Mert Ferat, Kiwanz Tatlitug, Belim Bilgin, Taner Birsel, Ahmet Mumtaz Taylan. The dream of a butterfly, accompanied by Kivanz Tatlituga, Mert Ferat and Ilmaz Erdogan, is reflected
on a screen of poems by two poets in Turkey in the 1940s. Rushdie Onur (Mert Ferat) and Muzaffer Tayyip Uslu (Cowan Tatlitug) are two young poets who want to share their poems with the world and see life among the musra. The flow of life of these two young poets, whose sole purpose is to have their poems published in the journal existence under the
direction of Beh'et Necatigil (Yilmaz Erdo'an), one of the largest road ERS on this road, will one day change with the young girl who comes before them. The film, which begins as a poetry claim that two young poets enter to win the appreciation of a young girl and takes us to Turkey in the 1940s, with its history ranging from mine workers in Songuldak to
poverty, World War II to incurable diseases, he offers the audience of the most important period films in Turkish cinema. Our video front ads are only 15-20 seconds long. Seconds. Thank you for that. Don't forget to try alternatives! DON'T FORGET TO TRY ALTERNATIVES. YOU CAN CHOOSE FROM THE TOP ALTERNATIVES TO WATCH MOVIES
FROM DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVES. COMMENT ON FILMS THAT DON'T OPEN. Record. kelebeğin rüyası izle tek parça hd. kelebeğin rüyası izle tek parça 720p. kelebeğin rüyası izle tek parça full hd. kelebeğin rüyası izle tek parça youtube. kelebeğin rüyası full izle tek parça. kelebeğin rüyası tek parça full hd izle (2013). kelebeğin rüyası film izle tek parça.
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